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COMPLEX NUCLEI AND MORPHOPHONEMIC ABSTRACTION
IN CENTRAL ALASKAN YUP’IK ESKIMO

David G. Lockwood

Michigan State University

1. FOUNDATIONS. Central Alaskan Yup’ik,1 an Eskimo language spoken in the
southwestern part of the Alaskan mainland, has a seemingly simple vowel sys-
tem. As illustrated by the data of Table 1, there are four simple vowels that,
can occur alone in a nucleus, and there are complex nuclei which contain any
combination of two vowels from the set /i a u/, commonly called ‘prime vow-
els’ by Eskimologists. Table 2 presents a phononic analysis of these nuclei—a
componentiation in the stratificational tradition, whereby each vowel con-
tains a phonon /Vo/ (vocalic). The unmarked vowel /i/ has no other
phonons, while each of the prime vowels contains an additional phonon to
differentiate it.

As it happens, this rather trivial foundation forms the basis for some fairly
involved alternations affecting complex nuclei. While the level of morphons
(morphophonemes) may show no discrepancy in relation to complex nuclei,
so that they realize simple vowels in juxtaposition, there are several other
cases where such nuclei result from an interaction of vowel and consonant
morphons. The simplest of these is smoothed realization, as illustrated by
the data of Table 3.

The noun meaning ‘red fox’, in the first column, shows several consonan-
tal alternations: voiceless postvelar stop finally, voiceless postvelar fricative be-
fore voiceless, and voiced postvelar fricative elsewhere. The other three words
work the same way for the Absolutive, Locative, and Equative cases, but differ
in the remaining forms. The last two forms, both possessives, are the ones with
smoothed realization, with the two vowels appearing in sequence without the
expected voiced postvelar fricative between them. These words differ from
‘red fox’ in that the final syllable of their stems contains a simple nucleus
rather than a complex one. This is the crucial factor, since sequences of three
or more vowels are not found. A preliminary formalization of this pheno-
menon is given in Figure 1. This specifies that the voiced postvelar fricative
morphon is subject to zero realization (here labeled p/h/ in phonotactics)
between single prime vowels.



The relative case forms of the same three nouns from Table 3 show lev-
eled realization, so-called because it always involves two identical vowels.
Here there is again zero realization of the postvelar fricative, but the vowel /i/
cannot enter into complex nuclei, and instead we get a vowel identical to the
first one. The preliminary formalization of this is given in Figure 2, with /l/
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Table 1. Examples of nuclei in Central Alaskan Yup’ik

/i/ /ina/ house /niqa/ fish
/i/ /inriq/ mountain /aki/ coin
/a/ /patu/ lid /nuna/ village
/u/ /uluaq/ woman’s knife /mikilnuq/ child
/ii/ /qiirit/ gray hairs /pistii/ 3SING’s servant
/ia/ /akia/ 3SING’s value /qiagut/ they cry
/iu/ /ciun/ ear /nixkiu/ eat it! (future)
/ai/ /paixtuq/ licks /nunai/ 3SING’s villages
/aa/ /aana/ mother /anyaa/ 3SING’s boat
/au/ /maurluq/ grandmother /igauq/ cooks/boils
/ui/ /ui/ husband /aquigut/ they play
/ua/ /tuani/ there /atkua/ 3SING’s parka
/uu/ /avuu/ supplement it! /kuufiaq/ coffee

simple nuclei /i/ /i/ /a/ /u/

/Vo/ Vo Vo Vo
Fr Lo Lb

complex nuclei / i i/ /i a/ /iu/

VoVo VoVo VoVo
FrFr FrLo FrLb

/ai/ /aa/ /au/

VoVo VoVo VoVo
LoFr LoLo LoLb

/ui/ /ua/ /uu/

VoVo VoVo VoVo
LbFr LbLo LbLb

Table 2. Phononic analysis of Central Alaskan Yup’ik nuclei
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mn/r/

p/h/

pn/Vo/pn/Lb/pn/Lo/pn/Fr/

mn/i/ mn/a/ mn/u/

Figure 1: Preliminary account of smoothed complex nuclei.

red fox hair seal mouse grandmother
absolutive kaviaq nayiq avilnaq maurluq
locative kaviarmi nayirmi avilnarmi maurlurmi
equative kaviaxtun nayixtun avilnaxtun maurluxtun
relative kaviarim nayiim avilnaam maurluum
3singPosAbs Sg kaviara nayia avilnaa maurlua
3singPosAbs Pl kaviari nayii avilnai maurlui

Table 3. Forms of noun stems ending in morphonic mn/r/.

as the label for the zero consonant. The second vowel, realizing mn/i/, is
shown to reduplicate the positional component of the first vowel.

2. Refinement. Each of the accounts in Figures 1 and 2 is a step toward treat-
ing this material, but when further data is considered, each of them runs into
some problems requiring refinements. These preliminary accounts are both
based on the assumption that sequences of single vowels separated by the
voiced postvelar fricative do not exist in the language. This premise, however,
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Figure 2. Preliminary account of leveled complex nuclei

is incorrect, as is proven by the data in Table 4. This table illustrates every 
logical possibility of single vowel plus postvelar fricative plus single vowel, 
requiring some revision of the provisions of Figures 1 and 2. In the case of
smoothed realization, one needs first to examine some further examples of
the suffixes involved in the possessive forms from Table 3. The relevant data
is given in Table 5, which shows that when the stems end in single vowels, as
in items 1 through 4, the suffixes are /a/ and /i/, just as in Table 3, but where
there is a complex nucleus at the end of the stem, the suffixes begin with a
velar nasal, assuming the shapes /na/ and /ni/.

Based on this, it might be hypothesized that the suffixes begin with the
velar nasal on the morphonic level. This hypothesis runs into the same prob-
lem, however, as the one involving postvelar fricatives between single vowels,
since the data in Table 6 clearly indicates that the velar nasal can occur be-
tween single vowels, just as the postvelar fricative can.

Based on these facts, the most reasonable conclusion is that an abstract
morphonic distinction is needed to treat these forms. There is both a constant
mn/n/ and an alternating element mn/N/.
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singular plural
1 akia akii ‘coin’
2 ucia ucii ‘load’
3 patua patui ‘lid’
4 tuntua tuntui ‘caribou’
5 uina uini ‘husband’
6 qaina qaini ‘surface, top’
7 paina paini ‘(river) mouth’
8 ciuna ciuni ‘front’
9 iina iini ‘eye’

Table 5. Third-singular possessive forms of nouns with vowel-final
stems

The examples in Table 6 contain mn/n/, while the possessive suffixes begin
with mn/N/ The latter morphon is realized as /n/ after a sequence of two
vowels, and otherwise it is realized as zero.

Essentially, this abstract difference is analogous to what is found in one tra-
ditional treatment of the difference in English between the constant mor-
phophonemic /f/ in fife/fifes and the alternating /F/ in life/lives, which is
further distinct from the constant /v/ in hive/hives. This treatment goes back
at least to Swadesh and Voegelin 1939. Historians of English are aware, of
course, that the alternation of /f/ and /v/ is a residue of the subphonemic
status of fricative voicing in Old English, and the forms with constant /f/ or
/v/ are generally the result of borrowing, analogical changes, and some in-
ternal developments which led to a distinction between /f/ and /v/ (and a
voicing distinction for English fricatives in general) Since speakers are not
usually aware of such histories, however, a synchronic account does not prop-
erly recapitulate them, but rather focuses on the alternations observable in

irinqaua it is slanted
niraxtuq 3SING is crossing
iruq leg
mirispaxtuq 3SING is vomiting co-

piously
yuncarista doctor
carayak bear
naruxtuq 3SING is disobeying
tarinriuxtuq 3SING looks at

3SING’s reflection

uquri¬xuuq 3SING was fat
yuraxtuq 3SING dances
turun sled-bed slat
uri¬xuuq 3SING is melting

iritaxtuq 3SING plucks
qirarun sail
tiru foot of bed
nirista louse

Table 4. Examples of /r/ between simple nuclei
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singular plural
1 kaviarNa kaviarNi ‘red fox’
2 nayirNa nayirNi ‘hair seal’
3 avilnarNa avilnarNi ‘mouse’
4 maurlurNa maurlurNi ‘grandmother’
5 akiNa akiNi ‘coin’
6 uciNa uciNi ‘load’
7 patuNa patuNi ‘lid’
8 tuntuNa tuntuNi ‘caribou’
9 uiNa uiNi ‘husband’

10 qaiNa qaiNi ‘surface,top’
11 paiNa paiNi ‘(river) mouth’
12 ciuNa ciuNi ‘front’
13 iiNa iiNi ‘eye’

Table 7. Morphonic shapes for possessives in Tables 2 and 3

the speakers’ behavior, and attempts to infer the relationships which seem to
underly this behavior. So the distinction between the morphons /f/ and /F/
in English is not properly viewed as a pseudo-phonetic matter of any kind. It
is a functional difference based on the different behaviors seen in the mor-
phemes containing them in various environments. The same is true of the dis-
tinction between the morphons /n/ and /N/ in Yup’ik

Once the morphon mn/N/ is posited at the beginning of the possessive suf-
fixes, it becomes possible to salvage the account in Figure 1 by using the se-
quence mn/rN/ as the realizate of the zero-consonant labeled p/h/ in
smoothed realization. The morphonic shapes of the possessive forms from
Tables 3 and 5 are presented in Table 7.

The same consideration does not help, however, in the case of leveled 
realization, There is no evidence that mn/N/ can be posited here, since the

ciniq shoelace
cinaxtuq 3SING kisses
kinu back part
cini¬xuuq 3SING pushed
anitaa 3SING unties it
canatuq something is amiss
anutit men
aniq chewing gum

cunituq 3SING is whining
unak beard hair
tunu¬xuuq 3SING was black
tuni¬quq relative
niriq share
qinaq nose
pinuq hill
tini¬xuuq 3SING flew away

Table 6. Examples of /n/between simple nuclei
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relative case forms of vowel-final stems simply lack the final vowel, as demon-
strated by the examples in Table 8. Here once again, there is a case for an ab-
stract morphonic distinction, this time a vowel difference. The constant
morphonic mn/i/, seen after the voiced post-velar fricative in the last mem-
ber of each grouping in Table 4 is opposed to a different morphon which is
subject to zero realization after a vowel, and is also subject to the leveled real-
ization discussed here. This second morphon is labeled mn/e/ (based on the
Yup’ik orthography for /i/) The morphonic shape of the absolutive suffix is
then mn/em/. So by the use of this morphon for some cases of /i/, Figure 2
can also be made viable

It also needs to be pointed out here that the Yup’ik alternations provide a
much better case for morphophonemic abstraction than the English exam-
ples presented above. This is because of the much richer role of morphology
in Yup’ik (as in other Eskimo languages) in comparison to English. Given the
assumption that morphophonemic generalization is always justifiable to the
greatest extent possible, either example would be equally good. Others may
argue, however, that the English alternation of /f/ and /v/ is so limited (as is
English inflectional morphology in general) that the words could readily be
learned as exceptions, and treated in the same manner as true suppletions, in
view of their lack of productivity.

The Yup’ik situation is much different, however, because these examples
are totally productive parts of the inflectional system. Specifically, the ex-
amples used here come from the noun inflections, which for a given count-
noun has 273 theoretically distinct forms, reflecting case, number, and
possession.2 Via certain systematic syncretisms, this total is reduced to 203
actually distinct forms, still a fairly formidable number. In such an instance, it
is hard to imagine that the speaker could get by on simply memorizing all the
forms for each noun. There is no alternative to internalizing a system if one
is going to control a language with this kind of morphological complexity.3

absolutive sg relative sg
1 aki akim ‘coin’
2 uci ucim ‘load’
3 patu patum ‘lid’
4 tuntu tuntum ‘caribou’
5 ui uim ‘husband’
6 qai qaim ‘surface, top’
7 pai paim ‘(river) mouth’
8 ciu cium ‘front’
9 ii iim ‘eye’

Table 8. Some forms of nouns with vowel-final stems



3. Alternative abstract treatments. One possible alternative treatment
of these phenomena is not ruled out by the data, and is worth considering
here. Such an account would exploit the fact that the alternations leading to
the positing of mn/N/ and mn/e/ are all suffix-initial. If the suffix boundary
were to be treated as an additional morphon, it would be possible to use
mn/-n/ and mn/- i/ (where mn/-/ is used for the boundary morphon) in
place of these two. Such an alternative is more in line with what one would
find in the generative tradition, which regularly makes use of morpheme
boundaries. It remains to be seen, however, how it can fit in a relational net-
work model.

In general, stratificational phonology has been open to the use of bound-
aries in its accounts of morphophonemic phenomena. Lockwood’s work on
accent and clitics (1979, 1983, 1987, 1990), for example, has regularly used
a grammatical word boundary mn/+/ and the work on clitics in particular has
uncovered a need for special clitic boundaries in some languages. Sullivan’s
work on Russian phonology (1969) has also argued cogently for the postu-
lation of a morphonic desinence boundary to separate a stem from an inflec-
tional suffix complex. It has not been usual in the stratificational tradition,
however, to posit morpheme boundaries as morphons, and all information
made available by the morphology of a language to its phonology must, in this
model, be encoded in morphons.

Within the relational framework, it has seemed very wasteful to use bound-
aries that are not really needed. In the present case, the use of mn/-/ would
simply set up complexes beginning with this element in place of the two spe-
cial morphons, and a comparison of relational networks shows that this would
simply add an unnecessary complication.4

When it comes down to it, there is no reason to object to the extra ab-
straction involved in mn/N/ and mn/e/ unless their recognition multiplies
entities (or, more accurately, relations) beyond necessity. Ordinary mn/n/
and mn/i/ are, after all, no more actual sounds than their ‘abstract’ counter-
parts, but only relatively less abstract in terms of their connections to phonet-
ics. Ultimately, a linguistic system is a set of relationships whose knowledge 
enables a person to express and understand messages. It relates mental cor-
relations that in turn relate to ideas and sounds (or alternative means of ex-
pression), but it does not contain either ideas or sounds as such.
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1 This paper is based primarily on data from Reed et al. 1977 and Jacobson 1984. Deepest
thanks are due to John H. Koo, Professor Emeritus from the University of Alaska—Fairbanks, for
interesting the author in the phonology and morphology of Central Alaskan Yup’ik and for pro-
viding most of the books and other materials on which this study was based

2 There are seven cases (here termed absolutive, relative, equative, locative, allative,
ablative and perlative), three numbers (singular, dual, and plural), and thirteen states of
possession (unpossessed plus possession by any of four persons [the traditional three plus
third-reflexive] times the three numbers of the possessor).

3 The oral version of this paper included brief discussion of two additional phenomena which
come up with velar-final and some vowel-final stems: fronted realization and lowered real-
ization. Accounts of these were presented in the appendix to the handout, where they were fur-
ther integrated with smoothed and leveled realization into an overall treatment of complex
nuclei.  Space limitations have forced the omission of these matters here, but copies of the treat-
ments can be obtained by writing the author c/o the Department of Linguistics and Germanic,
Slavic, Asian and African Languages at Michigan State University, East Lansing, or by e-mail at
lockwoo8@pilot.msu.edu.

4 Item N on the handout for the oral paper compares the treatments with and without the
boundary element for four suffixes, and the version without it can express with just six nodes what
requires twelve nodes and four extra connections to express in the version with the boundary.
This results largely from the fact that in the relational version a boundary must be shown as part
of the spell-out for each affix containing it. Copies of this comparison may be obtained from the
author at either of the addresses given above in note 3.
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